PROTEGENT ANTIVIRUS SOFTWARE 1 PC/1 YR
Protegent Anti-Virus is more than just a
security mechanism, it is the product taking
care of your crucial system and all it's assets.
Now forget all your worries related to personal
computer security, as more skilful and
resourceful products have now been
discovered, that would not only prevent the
intervention of harmful entities, but also remove any of the malware
present already inside your system. This Anti-Virus tool is versatile as
along with removal of malicious codes it also maintains .
•Spy-wares (program that aids in gathering personal information and
pass it on to ethical places.
•Trojan (program that never replicate but perform destructive
activities)
•Spam (Bulk messages that may contain other virus).

•Faulty messages from your systems it is entirely responsible for data
care)

Features of Protegent Antivirus Solution
▪Advanced Cloud Protection Technology:-Protegent Antivirus Software
is now available with cloud protection technology to ensure next level
security with improved performance and provides instant protection
from any new threats. The cloud technology will catch emerging threats
immediately and provides an effective defence against them.
▪Fully Automated Environment:-Anti-Virus offers progressive security
mechanism where scanning, searching and removal of the viruses is
done automatically without bothering user.
▪Assured Removal/Deletion/ De-activation of malwares:-Assurance is
justified with Protegent Anti-Virus, which is programmed to tackle any
kind and version of threat.

▪Risk Free Storage:-With the help of this tool, risk of virus intrusion is
mitigated and further risk of infection is removed to nil. So, your hefty
storage is now safe.
▪Tremendous Adaptability with diverse data:-With large formatted
files and folders, equally rigorous and diversified program is needed.
Protegent Anti-Virus is fit for the same
▪Constant Updates:-This anti-virus package is available for 30 days trial
pack where in it will perform every functionality of specific Anti-Virus.
After 30days it need updates

Features of Protegent Antivirus Solution
30 % Extra Supplements with Protegent Anti-Virus

CRASH PROOF: An exclusive features has been adhered as an add-on
with the superfluous Anti-Virus, which is the property of crash proof.
This feature embellish the vivacity of this tool with disk imaging
capability, which is beneficial in recovering the entire disk partition file,
user files and other application files, when disk data is either lost or
deleted. Crash Proof is capable of recovering deleted files, corrupted
disk partition, lost user files, formatted windows file etc.
USB Blocking: While USB Blocking is another revealing features
adhered with Anti-Virus, to avoid the intrusion of malicious substances
through ports. Ports can be offline mode of transaction, which of
course could lead to the entry of faulty program executable files.
Technology has refined to an elevated level, where you can certainly
expect worthy software and tools to automatize and meticulous the
efforts that earlier were accomplished manually. Furthermore, with an
aggrandize technology, activities have become more adroit and simple.
Anti-Virus can easily be downloaded from the brand Web page and as
soon as it is installed onto your OS, each and every infection is
eradicated speedily.

Recommended System requirements
Operating System :Windows 10, Windows 8 and 8.1 , Windows 7,
Vista(Service Pack 1), Windows XP(Service Pack 3) and Windows
XP(Service Pack 2)

Hard Disk : 2.8 GB minimum
Processor : 800 MHz( Intel CORE DUO) minimum and 1.66 GHz
(preferable)
RAM : 512 MB for Windows XP 1 GB for Windows Vista, 7 and 8

